
   

A Python interface for
Path Integral Molecular Dynamics

i-PI is a Path Integral Molecular Dynamics (PIMD) interface written in Python, designed to be used 
together with an ab initio evaluation of the interactions between the atoms. The main goal is to 
decouple the problem of evolving the ionic positions to sample the appropriate thermodynamic 
ensemble and the problem of computing the inter-atomic forces. The implementation is based on a 
client-server paradigm, where i-PI acts as the server and deals with the propagation of the nuclear 
dynamics, whereas the calculation of the potential energy, forces and the potential energy part of the 
pressure virial is delegated to one or more instances of an external code, acting as clients. Since the 
main focus is on performing ab initio PIMD – where the cost of the force evaluation is overwhelming 
relative to the ionic dynamics – clarity has been privileged over speed.

For more information about i-PI and to download the source code go to https://github.com/i-pi/i-pi.

https://github.com/i-pi/i-pi
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For ab initio PIMD i-PI definitely has a number of major advantages over other approaches:

● It can be used with different codes including FHI-Aims, Quantum Espresso, and CP2K.
● It is an open source project and can be easily modified to include options which are not already in 

the code, such as different new estimators, dynamics constrains, thermodynamic integration, 
etc. using all the advantages of Python language.

● For each bead an independent copy of ab initio code can and should be run to archive the highest 
possible efficiency.

● i-PI allows to perform both conventional Path integral as well as Path integral + GLE (PI+GLE) 
thermostats MD [1] for accelerating the convergence of the potential energy with respect to the 
number of replicas, as well as the more recent PIGLET method [2], which also accelerates the 
convergence of the kinetic energy. 

1. M. Ceriotti, D. E. Manolopoulos, M. Parinello, J. Chem. Phys. 134 (2011) 084104.
2. M. Ceriotti, D. E. Manolopoulos, Phys. Rev. Lett. 109 (2012) 100604.
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Requirements
i-PI is Python code and does not need to be compiled and installed. The i-pi file in the root directory 
of the distribution is the main (executable) script, and can be run as long as the system has installed:

Python version 2.4 or greater
The Python numerical library NumPy

 Communication protocol
Since i-PI is designed to be used with a wide range of codes and platforms, it has to rely on a simple 
and robust method for communicating between the server and client. Even though other choices are 
possible, and it should be relatively simple to implement other means of communication, the 
preferred approach relies on sockets as the underlying infrastructure. Both Internet and Unix domain 
sockets can be used: the latter allow for fast communication on a single node, whereas the former 
make it possible to realize a distributed computing paradigm, with clients running on different nodes.  
Unix domain socket is preferable for desktop calculations as the communication is considerably 
faster. The forcefields calculations should be also done with this option if possible.  Internet domain 
socket is designed for heavy ab initio simulations on clusters. It is important to remember, that the 
actual speed would be defined by the slowest instance of an ab initio code used, because the results 
for all the beads are needed to make a next step within i-PI.



   

i-PI & FHI-Aims

In order to use i-PI together with FHI-Aims the last should be first properly compiled. To compile FHI-
Aims code one have to use Makefile.ipi from /src folder.
 
Example: make -f Makefile.ipi ipi.mpi

Important! Uncomment corresponding lines in the Makefile.ipi and do not forget to clean the /src 
folder with make clean.

As a result one should have aims.071914_6.ipi.mpi.x file in the /bin folder where 071914_6 is the 
FHI-Aims version (can be different). This file should be used to run ab initio calculations together with 
i-PI wrapper. 
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For practical applications i-PI requires two files: an input file (in xml format) which contains all the 
information necessary for PIMD simulations and configuration file (in pdb, xyz or chk format) with 
initial geometry.  Two lines should be also added into FHI-Aims configuration file:

 use_pimd_wrapper 10.200.4.201 20000 
 output_level MD_light

Here in the first line 10.200.4.201 is the IP address of the server where i-PI wrapper will be run and 
can be obtained for Linux systems using ifconfig command from a terminal and 20000 is the port 
number which will be used for the communication between i-PI and FHI-Aims instances. The port 
should be available otherwise an error would be generated. The second line is an intrinsic FHI-Aims 
option to reduce the information in the output file which is important for long PIMD simulations to 
prevent creating huge unnecessary files. The geometry.in file is not really needed for practical 
applications as the atomic positions would be send to the FHI-Aims instances each time by i-PI. 
Nevertheless, it is used for initialization and thus must contain the same system as i-PI configuration 
file.
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An example of conventional PIMD simulations with 8 beads for a single H2O molecule at room 
temperature can be found attached. 

input.xml – is the main file for i-PI.
….............................................................................................................................................................
<initialize nbeads="8">  Defining the number of beads used for PIMD.
   <file mode="xyz" units="angstrom">H2O.xyz</file>  Defining the format, units type and the name of 
the geometry input file.
    <velocities mode="thermal" units="kelvin"> 300 </velocities>  Initializing initial velocities with room 
temperature 300 K.
    <cell units="angstrom">   Defining the simulations unit cell.
         [200.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 200.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 200.0 ]
    </cell>    
</initialize> 
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<forces>
     <socket mode='inet' pbc='False'>  Defining communication type and removing periodic boundary 
conditions in i-PI. The latter is essential for FHI-Aims as otherwise periodic boundary conditions 
would be applied twice in i-PI and FHI-Aims which can lead to mysterious errors.
         <latency>  1.00000000e-02</lateny>  Defining the number of seconds between each check for 
new clients.
         <port>20000</port> Port number (same as in control.in file for FHI-Aims).
     <timeout> 6.00000000e+02</timeout> Defining the number of seconds before assuming a 
calculation has died. If 0 there is no timeout.
         <address>10.200.4.201</address> The server IP address that the socket will run on (same as 
in control.in file for FHI-Aims).  
     </socket>
   </forces>
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<total_steps>1000</total_steps>  The total number of steps for PIMD simulations.
   <output prefix="H2O">  Definition of output files with prefix H2O.
  <properties filename='energies' stride='1'> [step, time{picosecond}, potential{kelvin}, 
kinetic_cv{kelvin}] </properties> Step number, simulation time, potential and kinetic energies in 
Kelvin written in H2O.energy file every step.
    <trajectory filename='pos' stride='1' format='xyz' cell_units='angstrom'> positions{angstrom} 
</trajectory> Atomic positions in angstroms written in H2O.pos_*.xyz files every step.
     <trajectory filename='force' stride='1' format='xyz' cell_units='angstrom'> forces{piconewton} 
</trajectory>   Atomic forces in piconewtons written in H2O.force_*.xyz files every step.
       <checkpoint stride="100" overwrite="false" filename="chk"/> H2O.chk is a checkpoint file which 
can later be used as input file, with all the information required to restore the state of the system to 
the point at which the file was created. The new data would be added to the end of the file every 100 
steps.
   </output>
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<prng>
    <seed>10005</seed> This is the seed number used to generate the initial state of the random
number generator.
</prng>
<ensemble mode='nvt'> The ensemble that will be sampled during the simulation. ’replay’ here 
means that a simulation is restarted from a previous simulation.
    <thermostat mode='pile_g'> Defining the thermostat type.
     <tau units="femtosecond"> 20 </tau> The friction coefficient for white noise thermostats in 
femtoseconds.
    </thermostat>
    <timestep units="femtosecond"> 0.5 </timestep> Simulation time step in femtoseconds.
  <fixcom> False </fixcom> This describes whether the center of mass of the particles is fixed. 
Please remember, that the estimators implemented in i-PI  are designed for False option. Using True 
here leads to wrong results for small systems.
    <temperature units="kelvin"> 300 </temperature> Simulation temperature in Kelvin.
</ensemble>
….............................................................................................................................................................
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C6H6.xyz – is a standard xyz format geometry file where the total number of atoms, atoms and their 
Cartesian coordinates are specified.

….............................................................................................................................................................
3

O   2.888   6.440   5.366
H   2.586   5.709   4.818
H   3.448   6.946   4.770 
….............................................................................................................................................................



   

How to run the simulations

First of all one should use the following command to run the i-PI script:
nohup python /path_to_i-PI_folder/i-pi input.xml > i-pi.out &
Next the required number of FHI-Aims instances should be started either by hand or by a script. The 
i-PI will distribute the job between all the available copies of ab initio code, thus it will not kill the 
simulations if one or more FHI-Aims instances will die. One can also add more instances of the code 
during the simulations. A simple example of the script for a desktop is:

#!/bin/sh -l
aims_x=/home/name/Programs/fhi-aims.071914_6/bin/aims.071914_6.ipi.mpi.x
P=8
nohup python /home/name/Programs/i-pi-master/i-pi input.xml > i-pi.out &
sleep 10;
for i in `seq 1 $P`
do
  sleep 2;
  mpirun -n 1 $aims_x > aims_$i.out &
done
wait



   

Soft exit and RESTART

As well as outputting checkpoint files during a simulation run, i-PI also creates a checkpoint 
automatically at the end of the simulation, with file name “RESTART”. It contains the full state of the 
simulation. It can be used to seamlessly restart the simulation if the user decides that a longer run is 
needed to gather sufficient statistics, or if i-PI is terminated before the desired number of steps have 
been completed. 

i-PI will try to generate a RESTART file when it terminates, either because total_time has elapsed, or 
because it received a (soft) kill signal by the operating system. A soft exit can also be forced by 
creating an empty file named “EXIT” in the directory in which i-PI is running. This is a correct way to 
terminate calculations on clusters because in this case the port used will be also available again. 
Otherwise the port can be blocked for further use.
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